
Set Up

Working in pairs players take it in turns to count from 1 to 3 and back to 1. Eventually replace all 3 numbers with football specific
movements. For example 1 could be a side step, 2 could be a jump and head, 3 could be forward sprint/backwards jog.

Key Coaching Points

Encourage your players to be ready for their partners responses and actions in order to successfully play the game.

Players need to be focused and concentrate on the patterns and movements required.

Let your players become familair with the environment and have fun as they are being challenged both physically and mentally.

Make it more challenging:

1. Introduce more numbers/actions.

Reactions and Fundamental Movements Warm Up
Written by Andy Marks

10 mins 10 players 10 balls 10 bibs 10 cones 30x25 area

Stay Alert

Concentrate

Have Fun



Set Up

Players in groups of 3 dribbling along the "corridor" and having to
dribble to 2 sides of the corridor whilst keeping ball under control.
Players then dribble along the outside of the corridor back to start
position.

Key Coaching Points

Encourage players to not let the ball stop and go as fast as
they can whilst demonstrating the correct technique to
dribble.

Players should be confident enough to attempt different
skills and tricks whilst expressing themselves.

Keep the ball close to your feet in order to change speed
and direction quickly and under control.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Begin with teaching the players the techniques on the spot. When they are comfortable with these then get them to do the skills

Make it more challenging:

1. Players perform different skills along the corridor (players or coaches choice) and also perform a different skill on their way back to
start point.

2. Groups of players start at opposite ends of the corridor and dribble at the same time to cause interference.

Dribbling Technical Practice
Written by Andy Marks

15 mins 12 players 10 balls 10 cones 20x15 area

Keep the ball moving

Individual skills/tricks

Ball under control & lots of touches



Set Up

Attackers are in groups of 3 and begin dribbling in corridor. Middle
player attacks large goal with GK, and 2 end players turn and are
in a 1v1 to score in small goals. Rotate positions.

Key Coaching Points

By keeping the ball moving this makes it harder for the
defenders to defend against.

Encourage players to try different ball mastery skills to beat
the defender.

Use quick feet and close ball control when dribbling at
defenders.

Practice Animation

Make is easier:

1. Use mannequins as defenders

Make it more challenging:

1. Put a time limit on the players attacking to speed up the dribbling.

Dribbling Skill Practice
Written by Andy Marks

15 mins 12 players 6 balls 20 cones 20x15 area

Keep the ball moving

Individual skills/tricks to beat defenders

Ball under control & lots of touches



Set Up

Defender begins with ball and passes to Attacker. Attacker
attempts to beat the defender and finish at goal. If defender wins
possession they score in any of the 2 small goals. Rotate roles of
players.

Key Coaching Points

Acceleration after skill or turn to beat the defender

Be creative and use ball mastery skills to beat the defender

If there is space in front of the player with ball encourage the
player to dribble into the space. If their team mate is in a
better position to score encourage player to pass to their
team mate.

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Introduce 2 Attackers v 1 Defender and decisions on when to dribble and when to pass

Make it more challenging:

1. Play 2v2 or 1 attacker v 2 defenders

Dribbling 1v1 and 2v1 Skill Practice
Written by Andy Marks

20 mins 10 players 5 balls 8 cones 20x15 area

Change of speed & direction

Individual skills/tricks

When to dribble & when to pass-


